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HAROLD FREDRICKSEN]"
Abstract. Shift registers have been used to generate sequences of O’s and l’s for over thirty years. A wide
variety of applications has been made of these sequences. Principally, communications have made use of the
sequences generated.
One particular class of shift register sequences for which applications exist is the full length nonlinear shift
register sequences. These sequences are periodic and of length 2 and all 2 different binary n-tuples appear
exactly one time in a periodic portion of the sequence. In this paper we discuss various algorithms which have
been suggested for generating these sequences.
The Baltimore Hilton Inn has installed a cipher lock system for each of its rooms in
lieu of the conventional key-lock system. Each door will open only when presented with
the correct four-digit code selected by the visitor. As there are 10,000 four-digit
combinations, at first thought it would appear that a burglar, or a guest who has
temporarily forgotten his room’s key sequence, might have to try 40,000 key strokes to
enter a room. Or, expecting to find the correct combination on average after trying only
half of the possible combinations, one might expect to have to make only 20,000 key
strokes to enter a room.
In fact, the room door will open whenever the correct four-digit code is the last four
digits of any sequence. Now an enterprising burglar can take advantage of this lapse on
the part of the manufacturer of the lock to enter a room with at most 10,003 key strokes or
with an expected number of 5,000 key strokes on average. What is required is a sequence
of 10,003 digits with the property that each successive four-tuple of digits (including
overlaps) is distinct. This accounts for the 10,000 different four-tuples. In fact, it is no
restriction to require that the last three digits be the same as the first three and a solution
to the burglar’s problem is a cyclic sequence of 10,000 digits containing every four-tuple
of digits one time each.
The solution to this problem (Gottlieb (1980)) is given by Fredricksen and Maiorana
(1980). Showing the existence of a solution is easy in principle and has existed in the
mathematical literature for about 85 years, though the solutions continue to be rediscov-
ered periodically. As every n-tuple of digits appears in these cycles, we call them full
length nonlinear shift register cycles or full cycles. Their discovery was first made by
Flye-Sainte Marie (1894), who discovered a solution to the existence problem and also
discovered that there are a total of M(k, n) such sequences of k different numbers of
n-tuples, where M(k, n) is given by the formula
M(k,n) [(k- 1)!] k"-’. k .... ".
Thus there are approximately 6.3 104624 solutions to our burglar’s problem. We do not
enumerate all the solutions here, nor for that matter even one of them. However, for k 4,
n=2 we have the cycle 3323130221201100 and for k=2, n=4 the cycle
1111011001010000, where the k different digits are 0, 1, 2, k 1.
Besides this modern day application for the full cycles, there have been other
practical uses made of these cycles or sequences. Indian drummers used the Sanskrit word
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yamitirijabhinasalagtm as an aid to remembering certain rhythms. The sequence of
accented and unaccented syllables is equivalent to the binary sequence 0111010001 which
is a full cycle of length 8 (after the last two bits have been dropped). An amusing
discussion of this application and related topics appears in Stein (1961, p. 149) and Stein
(1976, Chapt. 8). These cycles have also been suggested by Street (1973) as the
mechanism in an Eulerian washing machine. One of these cycles has also been suggested
for the control mechanism of a three-way lamp (though in such lights with three bulbs
available seven-way lamp would be a more appropriate namenor eight-way lamp if the
"off" position is considered a state of the lamp).
The sequences, especially for k 2, also have applications in coding and communica-
tions systems, as period generators and as "random" bit and word generators. For many of
these applications, as described in Golomb (1964), it is required that all 2 states of an
n-stage binary shift register appear on a single cycle. Then as the register transits from
state to state no state is missed and the cycle can be made large enough that states are not
often repeated.
Other authors have made use of these sequences when considering normal numbers.
See, for example, the papers by Good (1946), Korobov 1951 and Stoneham (1975).
In the sequel we give a history of the search for sequences to satisfy the above
requirement and some of the approaches adopted. Typically we are most interested in
algorithms which actually do generate some or all of the sequences of a given length. In
we cover some necessary preliminaries. In 2 we consider the basically graphical
approach. 3 is dedicated to specific algorithms to generate sequences. In the final section
some isolated results appear along with some ideas for possible research topics.
1. Preliminaries. A shift register of span n is a collection of n storage devices
x2, xn each of which is capable of holding a set of values, {0, 1, k and a
function f(x, x,) computed from the contents of the n storage devices. We shall
mainly restrict our attention to binary shift registers (k 2), and further state that the
contents of device x;+l at time is transferred to device x,. at time + 1, for 1, 2, ,
n 1. x, at time + is set to the computed value off(xl, Xn) at time t. To insure
that the register is truly of span n, we say xl is explicitly involved in the functionf. Figure
contains a typical shift register. The output of the shift register can be taken to be the
sequence of bits appearing in any of the n stages of the register. Or, for some applications
at each step, the whole contents of the n stages is taken as the output. To make the
operation of the shift register synchronous the transfers to the various stages and the
function are governed by a clock. We have suppressed the dependence upon the clock in
the figure.
X X2 X3 Xn Xn
OUTPUT
(x, x, x x Xn
FIG. 1. The n-stage shift register withfeedbackfunctionf (xl, x2, x3, x,_l, x,).
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The feedback functionfinduces a mapping F from
V.--" V,, i.e., (x,, xg_, Xn) (X2, X3, Xn, f(Xl, X_, Xn)).
Arithmetic in V. is componentwise modulo 2 addition. We call the n-tuple xx2
x. the state of the machine. Transitions between states are defined by the mapping F. Xl x2
x.---.yy2 Y. ifandonlyify; Xi+l fori= 1,2, .,n- 1).Sincex is
unspecified, the state y y y. has two possible predecessors. We call these two
states companion states and write the companion of x x. as Yl x., where Y is
the binary complement of x. Since y. is unspecified, the state xl x. has two possible
successors. We call these two states conjugate states and write the conjugate ofyl Y.
as y f.. Each (n- 1)-tuple thus determines an adjacency quadruple. The
superposition of all 2"-! adjacency quadruples determines a graph. In Fig. 2, we give the
graph corresponding to n 3 and n 4.
The n-graph contains 2" nodes (states of the shift register) and 2"+ edges. If we label
the edges of the n-graph with the (n + 1)-tuple corresponding to the pair of n-tuples on
the ends of the edges, then the (n + 1)-graph can be made by interpreting the edges of the
n-graph as nodes of the (n + 1)-graph and connecting two nodes of the (n + 1)-graph if
their corresponding edges enter and leave the same node in the n-graph.
A cycle oflength k defined by F in the graph is a collection of distinct nodes (states),
nl, n., nk such that F(ni) n,.+l, l, 2, k and F(nk) n. A set of
disjoint cycles that cover every node of the n-graph is called a factor of the graph. A
necessary and sufficient condition for a factor to exist is thatfbe capable of being written
asf(xl, x.) x ) g(x, x.) (note that g is a function of only the last n
storage devices). This follows since iffis of this form then the points x, x_, x. and
Yl, x2, x. each have a different successor depending upon the value of g(x,
x.) which is the same for each point and the variables Xl and l which are different for
each point. Also it is easy to see that if both Xl, x2, x. and 21, x_, x. have the
same successor then fcannot have this form. We shall restrict our attention to feedback




FIG. 2. Shift register interconnection graphs, n 3, 4.
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feedback criterion. Other authors describe this condition as information lossless as one
can uniquely run such a shift register in reverse. An alternative description of the
feedback functionfis via a truth table description. That is, we list each n tuple x Xn
and the valuef(x, x,) computed from it. We can further restrict our attention to
the function g(x2, x,) as all the information of the function f is contained in the
function g. Henceforth, when we speak of the truth table of a feedback function we shall
mean the truth table of the function g unless we explicitly state otherwise.
An important parameter of the truth table is the weight of the truth table (or of the
affiliated feedback function). The weight of the truth table of the function g is defined as
W(g) g(x X.), where the ordinary sum is taken over all 2"- values of g.
As was discussed earlier, adjacency quadruples exist for every (n 1)-tuple. If some
state x x,--, x2 x,+l under F, then by the branchless restriction on feedbacks
the companion state of the former Y x,-- x2 x,+l the conjugate state of the
latter under F and the branchless feedback criterion. But we could switch conjugate states
between a companion pair. We would retain the cycles-only property of the branchless
feedback criterion as evidenced by Fig. 3a,b.
In Fig. 3a, the companion pair is on a single cycle which then splits into two cycles. In
Fig. 3b, the companion pair is on different cycles which then join into a single cycle.
When either of the above changes take place exactly one position in the feedback
function is altered; namely, g(x2, X.) takes on the complementary value. We see
thereby that the number ofcycles changes by one as the weight ofthe truth table changes
by one. It can be shown that the parity of the number of cycles is the same as the parity of
the weight of the truth table, n 4: 2.
If a given truth table generates a full cycle, then a change at any position of the truth
table necessarily splits the cycle into two cycles. If a second position can be found so that
an element on one of these two cycles has a possible alternate successor, on the other of the
two cycles, then the truth table can be changed at this second position to rejoin the pair of
cycles and a new full cycle is formed. The pair of positions determine a cross-join pair.
The interested reader who would like to know more about the theory of shift registers
in both the binary and the more general case is referred to Fredricksen (1968), Golomb
(1967), Selmer (1966) and Magleby (1963). Also for a different approach to fhe study of
full length shift register sequences the reader is directed to the survey of Ralston (1981).
2. Graphical approach to full cycles. The existence of a binary sequence of length 2"
containing each of the different n-tuples of bits 0 and can easily be found by simple
graphical methods. As was alluded to briefly in 1, the states of an n-stage shift register





One cycle splitting into two.
FIG. 3
Two cycles joining into one.
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the possible transitions that can occur between states of the shift register. The graphs of
Fig. 2 are the graphs corresponding to the shift registers of span 3 and 4, respectively.
a. An Eulerian path in a graph G is a path which traverses all of the edges of G.
Euler showed that it is possible to find such a path through G once and only once if and
only if G is connected and every vertex v of G has an even number of edges coincident on
If G is a directed graph, G must be connected and the number of edges leaving a vertex
must equal the number of edges entering v for there to exist an Eulerian path through G.
A Hamiltonian path in a graph G is a path which goes through all of the vertices of G
once and only once. A solution of the full cycle problem for span n is found by exhibiting a
Hamiltonian path through the shift register diagram G An Eulerian path exists through
the edges of the diagram G,_I as the graph is connected and every vertex has in-degree
and out-degree 2. But as we can interpret the edges of the graph G,_ to be vertices of the
graph G, (as described in 1) then the Eulerian path in G,_ defines a Hamiltonian path in
G,. Since the cycle (01) is a Hamiltonian path through G1 there is a solution to the full
cycle problem for every n.
If the graph G, has K complete Hamiltonian cycles, then it can be shown that the
graph G,+I has 2 ..... K complete cycles. As the graph G has one complete cycle (01),
by induction it can be shown that the number of binary full cycles is given by
M(2, n) 2
This result can be generalized to give the number of cycles in Gn for a k symbol alphabet
as
m(k, n) [(k 1)!]r-’. kk"-’-,.
b. The BEST theorem. The method of proof of the above result has been used by
several authors, and is called the BEST theorem for de Bruijn, Ehrenfest, Smith and
Tutte. It is a general theorem used to count the number of rooted trees which are
subgraphs of a given graph. A tree is a connected graph without cycles. The number of
edges in a tree is therefore one less than the number of vertices in the tree. A root of the
tree is a vertex which is not the initial vertex of any edge (we think here of directed trees).
For a given graph G (without loops) the BEST theorem determines the number of
subgraphs of G which are rooted trees. We define the associated matrix of the directed
graph A Aij as follows. A, the number of edges exiting the node numbered i. A;j
-the number of edges from node to node j. Then the number of trees rooted at is given
by the determinant of the minor of the element
TABLE
The adjacency matrixfor G
Nodes 0 2 3 4 5 6 7
-1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 2 -1 -1 0 0 0 0
0 0 2 0 -1 -1 0 0
0 0 0 2 0 0 -1 -1
-1 -1 0 0 2 0 0 0
0 0 -1 -1 0 2 0 0
0 0 0 0 -1 -1 2 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 -1
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As an example, consider the diagram G3, Fig. 2. Since the theorem requires a graph
without loops, we drop the loop at nodes 000 and 111 to form G’. (Removing these loops
does not alter the number of trees which are subgraphs of G3. The node 000 has only the
single input from the node 100 and can then serve as the root. The associated matrix for
G3* is given in Table 1.
The associated matrix for G,* has the form: Row 0 has a in column 0 and -1 in
column 1. Row has a 2 in column i, a -1 in column 2i and a -1 in column 2i +1
(modulo 2") for 1, 2, 2" 2. Row 2" has a in column 2 and a in
column 2" 2.
We compute the determinant D of the minor of the (0, 0) position of Aar and we get
D 16. Thus there are 16 rooted trees in G3 with root 0 000. We list the 16 trees by
noting the successor for each of the nodes (not 0) in Table 2. It can be shown by induction
that there are 2"-"+) trees with root 0 by evaluating the determinant of the minor of
(0, 0) in Aar.
From the trees rooted at 0 which are subgraphs of G._, an algorithm for generating
full cycles in the graph G. can be given. All of the full cycles of span n can be generated
from the rooted trees in G._ , but at some cost, as we see later.
ALGORITHM 1.
(1) Add the loop at node 0 to any tree rooted at 0 in G._ .
(2) Place a star on all edges of the augmented tree.
(3) Complete the rest of the graph G._. (Recall: the label on the edge between node
aaz a._ and nodea_a3 a. isaa an.)
(4) Choose node 0 as the starting node.
(5) When at node leave the node by the unstarred edge unless that edge has been
used. Otherwise leave by the starred edge.
(6) Determine the state of the process by the label on the edge transversed.
(7) When we enter a node, if the starred edge out of that node has been used we stop.
Otherwise return to step 5. The sequence of states visited is a Hamiltonian
circuit through G..
TABLE 2















2 3 4 5 6 7
3 5 7 0 3 4 6
3 4 7 0 3 4 6
2 4 6 0 2 4 6
2 4 6 0 3 4 6
3 5 6 0 3 4 6
3 4 6 0 3 4 6
2 4 7 0 2 4 6
2 4 7 0 3 4 6
3 4 6 0 2 5 6
3 4 6 0 2 4 6
3 4 7 0 2 5 6
2 4 7 0 2 5 6
2 5 6 0 3 4 6
2 5 7 0 3 4 6
3 4 7 0 2 4 6
2 4 6 0 2 5 6
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To illustrate the process, choose tree (3) of Table 2. In Fig. 4 we describe the steps of
the algorithm. Starting from node 0 the unstarred path is 0001. The next node is (= 001)
and the unstarred path is 0011, 0111, 1111, 1110, 1101, 1011, 0110, 1100, 1001, 0010,
0101, 1010, 0100, 1000, 0000. We observe 16 distinct 4-tuples; thus we have obtained an
Eulerian circuit of G3 and thereby a Hamiltonian circuit of G4.
To prove the algorithm works in general, we need to show that each edge of G3 is used
once and that we terminate at node 0. That the algorithm terminates at node 0 is obvious,
for if it stops at any node it must have exited that node two times earlier. But when we do
stop, we have just entered the final node for the second time. This can only occur if the
final node is the initial node 0.
Now, if some edge is not used, we can assume it is starred. Since the original tree had
no loops, (no tree can have a loop), there is a path starting from this starred edge and
leading to the edge labeled 00 0 along edges all of which are starred. (If one of these
starred edges is unused, all of them must be.) Thus the algorithm will not have terminated
in node 0. But we just showed that the algorithm does terminate in node 0. This
contradiction proves the algorithm.
The set of 16 trees in the previous section generates the collection of 16 full cycles of
length 16 listed in Table 3.
Examine the set of successors in the table of trees in Table 2. The possible successors
of the node are the nodes 2i and 2i + (modulo 2"), called the even and odd successor
respectively. Count the number of nodes which use their odd successor and tabulate the
use of the odd successor. For example, tree (3) has no nodes using their odd successors.
Trees (4), (7), (10) and (16) each have one node using its odd successor. Trees (6), (8),
(9), (12), (13) and (15) have two nodes using odd successors. Trees (2), (5), (11) and (14)
have three nodes using odd successors and tree (1) has four nodes using odd successors. It
can be shown that among all the 2"-("/ l) trees in G, the trees having nodes taking their
odd successor are binomially distributed. Thus there are (--’-) trees with nodes using
their odd successor. Using this relationship an algorithm is outlined below to generate all
trees in G from the trees in G_ . This will enable us to find all full cycles of span n + 1.
We use the sequence of states in G produced by the above algorithm to generate a set




0011 0101 1010 ,1100
0111 110
Steps 1, 2: Tree + loop at 0, starred edges.
FG. 4
Step 3: Completed graph.
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TABLE 3
The 16full cycles oflength 16
2 4 9 3 6 13 10 5 11 7 15 14 12 8 0
2 2 5 10 4 9 3 6 13 11 7 15 14 12 8 0
3 3 7 15 14 13 11 6 12 9 2 5 10 4 8 0
4 3 7 15 14 13 10 5 11 6 12 9 2 4 8 0
5 2 4 9 3 7 15 14 13 10 5 11 6 12 8 0
6 2 5 10 4 9 3 7 15 14 13 11 6 12 8 0
7 3 6 13 11 7 15 14 12 9 2 5 10 4 8 0
8 3 6 13 10 5 11 7 15 14 12 9 2 4 8 0
9 2 5 11 7 15 14 12 9 3 6 13 10 4 8 0
10 2 5 11 7 15 14 13 10 4 9 3 6 12 8 0
11 2 5 11 6 12 9 3 7 15 14 13 10 4 8 0
12 3 6 12 9 2 5 11 7 15 14 13 10 4 8 0
13 3 7 15 14 13 10 4 9 2 5 11 6 12 8 0
14 3 6 13 10 4 9 2 5 11 7 15 14 12 8 0
15 2 5 11 6 13 10 4 9 3 7 15 14 12 8 0
16 3 7 15 14 12 9 2 5 11 6 13 10 4 8 0
above using tree (3) is
1---* 3-- 7--- 15---, 14--, 13--* 11-- 6---, 12--, 9-- 2----, 5--, 10---, 4 8---- 0.
This sequence of nodes constitutes a tree with a single branch at each node and rooted at 0
in G4. Other trees can be generated from this one by changing the successors of any subset
of the set of nodes S {1, 3, 7, 14, 13, 12, 2}. This set S of nodes is the set of nodes i,
mapping onto the first appearing, i.e., odd node of the pair 2i and 2i + in the given
sequence. For S, mapping to the second, i.e., even node of the pair will obviously still
yield a tree rooted at 0. Thus we get a large collection of trees in G from a single tree in
an-
In order to obtain all trees in G,, we require all trees in G 1. Thus to generate all full
cycles of span n we need to generate all full cycles of smaller span. Another drawback to
generating even a single full cycle of span n by this method is that we need to store in some
way the tree in the graph G,_ which we use to generate the sequence. In 3 we give
algorithms which generate full cycles which require only a very small amount of storage.
c. Further applications of the BEST theorem. The BEST theorem has been used to
count the number of cycles of length 2" 2 in G,. It is easy to compute the number of
cycles of length 2" from the number of cycles of length 2n. The loop at node 0(= 00
0) or the loop at the node (-- 111 1) can be removed and what is left forms the
cycle of length 2" 1. As there are no other loops in Gn, there are exactly two cycles of
length 2" for each cycle of length 2". The cycles of length 2" 2 are nontrivial to
count.
There are two ways to achieve a cycle of length 2" 2. First both loops in G can be
removed and then an Eulerian circuit will be of length 2" 2. There are obviously 22"--n
circuits of this type, one for every full cycle. Secondly, the cycle (01) of length 2 can be
removed from the graph by removing the edges from 0101 to 1010 and from
1010 to 0101 where these are the pair of nodes defined by the two alternating
sequences of ones and zeros of length n. The associated matrix of this graph is the same as
the associated matrix of G except at the rows corresponding to the two respective
n-tuples. However, the new matrix has in row 01010 a one on the diagonal and a
in column 10101 100. In row 10101 there is a one on the diagonal and a in
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column 01010 011. By induction, the determinant can be evaluated and the total
number of cycles of length 2 2 shown to be (1/3)(2-"-2n)(2-l + (- 1)). The same ideas
will work to generate sequences of length 2 3, 2 4, etc. (with increasing difficulty,
however).
Another application of the BEST theorem to the full cycle problem is to determine
the number of full cycles whose truth table descriptions contain an extreme number of
ones. Let us find the number of full cycles with the minimum number of ones in their truth
table, i.e., minimum weight truth tables.
The shift register whose feedback functionf is defined byf(xl, x) xl, i.e.,
g 0, is called the circulating register. The contents of the oldest stage of the register is
just cycled around to the youngest stage. This partitions the space of 2 n-tuples into Zn
cycles, where
n din
the summation is over all divisors d of the register length n and 4) is the Euler totient
function.
The weight of the truth table defined by the circulating register is zero since the truth
table is the all-zero truth table. As we saw earlier, changing the number of cycles by one
changes the parity of the number of ones in the truth table. If we reduce the cycle set to a
single cycle the number of ones in the truth table will be odd, as we discussed in 1. We
show that this number is no smaller than Zn 1.
THEOREM. The minimum weight ofa truth table defining afull cycle is Zn 1.
Proof Suppose the minimum weight of some truth table defining a full cycle is <
Z, 1. We can remove one by one the ones of the truth table. As we remove each one the
parity of the number of cycles changes and the number of cycles can increase by at most
one. By the time we remove the last one the weight of the truth table will be zero and the
number of cycles will be at most + < Z,. This is a contradiction, since the zero truth
table yields Z, cycles by definition, and the proof is complete.
We form a graph each node of which is one of the Z, cycles from the circulating
register. There is an edge in the graph between nodes and j if a vertex on the cycle
corresponding to the node has a possible successor lying on the cycle corresponding to the
node j. We label the edge with the number of such vertices on the cycle corresponding to
node i. For every vertex vl v2 , on cycle with a successor vertex _ ,+1 on
cyclej there is a vertex 1 t, ’n on cyclej with a successor vertex v2 ’n+ on cycle
i. For our purposes we only count, on the (undirected) edge between and j, the number of
vertices of the form 0v2 v, on or j with successors on j or respectively. The
associated matrix of the graph is generated in the standard way and the node 0
corresponding to the cycle (0) will be the root of the graph.




(00001) 1, 2, 4, 8, 16
3 (00011) 3, 6, 12,24, 17
5 (00101) 5, 10,20, 9, 18
31 =(1) --31
15 (01111)-- 15, 30, 29, 27, 23
7 (00111) 7, 14,28,25, 19
11 =(01011)= 11,22,13,26,21
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2 2 2 2
2 2
FIG. 5. Graph ofinterconnections, cycles ofcirculating register n 5.
The graph with labeled edges is given in Fig. 5. The associated matrix is then as given in
Table 5. The determinant of the minor of the (0, 0) position is computed to be 576 which
is the number of full cycles whose truth tables contain 7 Z5 ones.
A similar result can be obtained about the number of full cycles with a maximum
weight truth table. There consider the collection of cycles determined by the complement-
ing circulating registerf(x, x,) . Thus g 1. The complementing circulating
register produces for each vector x x2 Xn the successor vector x2 X,ll. Z,* is the
number of cycles generated by the complementing circulating register, where Z,* is given
by
Z.* Z,,- 2- 4(2d)with the summation over all even divisors of the register length. The proof of the followingis like that of the above theorem.THEOREM. The maximum weight of a truth table defining a full cycle is 2"-
Z* + 1.
The number of truth tables of minimum and maximum weight is tabulated for a few
values in Table 6.
T,gLE 5
The associated adjacency matrixfor G5








0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0
-1 5 -2 -2 0 0 0 0
0 -2 5 0 -2 -1 0 0
0 -2 0 5 -1 -2 0 0
0 0 -2 -1 5 0 -2 0
0 0 -1 -2 0 5 -2 0
0 0 0 0 -2 -2 5 -1
0 0 0 0 0 0 -1
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TABLE 6
Number offull sequences ofextreme weight




214 214 3 5
226. 3 228. 35. 53. 13
For n 1, 2, 3 the maximum and minimum weights coincide. For n 4, there are no
other full cycles. For n 5, we determine exhaustively that there are 64 full cycles with
weight 13 truth tables, 64.7 cycles with 11 ones, 64.15 cycles with 9 ones and 64.9 cycles
with 7 ones. So, 64 (# of cycles with maximum weight truth tables) divides the number
of cycles with less than the maximum weight for each weight down to the minimum
(-- Z, 1). We note that the number of cycles with maximum weight truth tables divides
the number of cycles with minimum weight for each n and the numbers for maxima and
minima for each n divides the respective maxima and minima for n + 1. It is not known
whether these observed phenomena occur more generally. To determine if they do it
would be helpful to evaluate the general determinant formed from the interconnection
graph of the cycles of the circulating register. For the general determinant we note that
for n a prime the determinant has a very stylized form.
We close this section with one further result on the number of full cycles with truth
tables of a given weight. The number of cycles of each weight is unknown for n > 5, but we
can show at least that the number is positive for each (odd) weight between the maximum
and minimum weights.
THEOREM. There exist full cycles with w ones in their truth table for every odd w
between the maximum 2"- Z*, + and the minimum, Z 1.
Proof The proof follows the same line as the proof of an earlier theorem. Suppose
for w with Z, < w < 2n- Z,* + there is no truth table with w ones which produces
a full cycle. Assume w is the largest such number for a given n. Consider any truth table
containing w + 2 ones which produces a full cycle. If we remove any one from the truth
table the full cycle splits into a pair of cycles. Removing another one (i.e., causing a pair of
vectors to take their alternate successors 0x x x XnO lX2 Xn--
x2 x,1 could join the two cycles together or further split one of them. But by
assumption the two cycles cannot be rejoined, as there is no full cycle with w ones in its
truth table. In fact, since the ones we chose to remove were arbitrary, by removing further
ones from the truth table we only split cycles, since by removing no pair of ones will we
produce a split of a cycle and then a subsequent join of the two cycles. But, continuing to
split cycles, we generate + w > Z, cycles when we have removed all of the ones. But this
is the all-zero truth table, which is equivalent to the circulating register. Since it produces
Z, cycles the contradiction proves the theorem.
d. Bibliographic notes for 2. The graphical approach to the problem of finding full
cycles was discovered independently by Good (1946) and de Bruijn (1946) for the most
interesting binary case. The number of different sequences was given by de Bruijn after
being conjectured by the Dutch mathematician Posthumous, whether posthumously is not
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known. The generalization to arbitrary alphabets was accomplished by van Aardenne-
Ehrenfest and de Bruijn (1951).
None of these authors were aware of having been "scooped" by the French
mathematician C. Flye-Sainte Marie (1894). His method of proof is essentially that of de
Bruijn. His solution was in response to the question by Rivi6re (1894). De Bruijn’s
theorem is also well documented in Hall’s book (1967, Chapt. 9) and in van Lint’s book
(1973, Chapt. 9).
The BEST theorem, as was indicated, comes from the work of de Bruijn (1946), van
Aardenne-Ehrenfest and de Bruijn (1951), and Smith and Tutte (1941). Earlier, Kirchoff
(1847) proved similar results for undirected graphs. The BEST theorem was indepen-
dently discovered by Baum and Eagon (1966); see also the paper by Dawson and Good
(1957). For generalizations and a more complete guide to the literature see the paper by
Maurer (1976).
Mowle (1966), (1967) is credited with the algorithm for turning the trees of Table 2
into the full cycles of Table 3. He also gives the more general results on the distribution of
weights of the trees. The problem of finding these trees was also studied by Massey and
Liu (1964). See also van Lint (1973) for a similar exposition. Knuth’s book (1968, p. 375)
also contains a discussion of this algorithm. We discuss a generalization in the next
section.
Kibler (1972) enumerated the sequences of length 2" 2. The number of sequences
of extreme weight was considered by Fredricksen (1968), (1969), as well as the result on
the distribution of full cycles between the two extreme values of weight.
For many important and interesting facts about the circulating register and the
complementing circulating register see Golomb’s book (1967). The circulating register is
also further discussed by Mykkeltveit (1975) and van Lantschoot (1973). The circulating
registers cycles are also termed necklaces by many authors. Efficient algorithms for
generation of these necklaces are considered by Fredricksen and Kessler (1977) and
Fredricksen and Maiorana (1978).
3. Algorithmic approach to generation of full cycles. While the methods of the
previous section are undeniably algorithms, in this section we consider algorithms of a
different nature. In many cases in 2 the algorithms led either to no explicit sequence as in
the existence proofs of Good, de Bruijn, Flye-Sainte Marie, etc., or to an algorithm which
generated all full cycles of a given length, which would in general be computationally
costly. In this section we consider algorithms which generate only one or at most only a
few of the full cycles of a given length. These algorithms then have a chance of being
simpler from a complexity point of view.
a. From an algebraic viewpoint full cycles of every span can be generated quite
easily. A primitive polynomial of degree n over GF [2] will generate a sequence of zeros
and ones of length 2" including all n-tuples but the zero n-tuple. These sequences are
called pN or maximal length linear shift register sequences. The simple degree n
function x2x3 x, added to the feedback function formed from the primitive
polynomial causes the all-zero cycle to join the cycle of length 2" 1, generating a full
cycle of length 2". Since primitive polynomials are known to exist for every degree n, the
existence of full cycles for every span is established.
In fact, there are (2" 1)/n distinct primitive polynomials of degree n, hence, this
many "linear" full cycles. This is, of course, a vanishingly small fraction of the number of
all full cycles of span n.
This comment is attributable to I. J. Good.
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b. A second algorithm directly constructs a full cycle from the cycles generated by
the circulating register. The method was alluded to in 2 when the sequences with the
minimum weight truth table were discussed.
The circulating register generates Z, cycles and has no ones in its truth table.
Changing any of the zeros of the truth table to a one will join two of the Zn cycles together.
The complementation of one position of the truth table changes the cycle structure by
either joining two cycles together or splitting one cycle in two as described in 1. In the
case of the circulating register, the cycles cannot split, since for this to happen a cycle of
length n would have to contain an even and an odd number of ones, which is, of course,
impossible. Thus we join two cycles together with a single change from zero to one. In
particular, change position 0 so that the cycle (0) and the cycle (000 01)2 (1, 2,
4, 2"-l) of length n join to form the cycle (000 01)_ (0, 1, 2, 4, 2" 1)
of length n + 1. Now we wish to add, in turn, the other Z, 2 cycles to this cycle. From
the definition of the circulating register one sees that the smallest number on each
circulating cycle is odd. Of the two possible predecessors of the smallest element, one is
smaller and on the collection ofjoined cycles. Thus we can add the cycle
(00. -011)2-= (3,6, 12, , (3)(2n--), 2n-1 + 1)
to (0, 1, 2, 2"-) by changing the truth table at position 1, for example, to form the
cycle
(0. 0110. 01)2 (0, 1,3,6,. ,3.2"-2,2"-’ + 1,2,4,. ,2"-)
of length 2n + 1. Continuing in this manner, each of the Z, nonzero cycles can be
added to the (0) cycle to form a full cycle with a truth table containing Z, ones.
A careful look at the cycles of the circulating register shows that this is not the only
way to form such a cycle. In particular, the cycle (3, 6, 12, 2"- + 1) can be joined
to the cycle (0, 1, 2, 2"-) by changing the successor of the number 2"-2 to form the
cycle (0, 1, 2, 2"-2, 2n-1 + 1, 3, 3.2n-2, 2n-). Moreover, the choice of the
next cycle to add need not be so restricted, for the cycles (5, 10, .) or (9, 18, .) or
(17, 34, .), etc. could equally well be added to (0, 1, 2, 2"-1). Any of the cycles
of weight Z, can be formed by a simple modification of the full cycles of this method.
Full cycles of weight 2"- Z,*+l can be formed similarly by beginning with the Z,* cycles
of the complementing circulating register.
c. When the mathematician on the street is presented with the problem of generat-
ing a full cycle, one of three things happens: he gives up, or produces a sequence based on a
primitive polynomial, or produces the sequence given by Algorithm 2. Only rarely is a new
algorithm proposed. I am always pleased to hear any full cycle algorithms, but especially
a new one, and would welcome correspondence from any reader on this subject.
AL6ORITrM 2.
(1) Write n zeros.
(2) For the kth bit of the sequence, k > n, write a one if the newly formed n-tuple has
not previously appeared in the sequence. Increase k and repeat step 2;
otherwise,
(3) for the kth bit of the sequence, write a zero. If the newly formed n-tuple has not
previously appeared, then increase k and go to step 2; otherwise stop.
The cycle produced will be a full cycle. The verification of the algorithm is the same
as that of Algorithm of 2. In fact, the resulting sequence is just the sequence resulting
from the tree formed by each node mapping to its even successor 2i. In the algorithm this
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means we take the odd successor first. For this reason Algorithm 2 is also termed the
"prefer one" algorithm.
All full cycles of a given span can be generated by using Algorithm 2 repeatedly.
That is, after we have generated the "prefer one" sequence, the succeeding sequences can
be determined by changing the last appearing one in the sequence to a zero and by using
the algorithm, preferring to place a one if the n-tuple formed is new but placing a zero if a
one is prohibited. In this mode of operation, the algorithm may terminate before the
sequence is full length 2". If it does terminate early, we continue by again making the last
appearing one into a zero and continue as above.
This backtracking idea works because the positions where ones have been placed
have not yet been tested to see if they can accommodate zeros. Thus, if a sequence is
identical to a given sequence to the kth position, the sequence which has a one in position
k + will appear in the list of all full cycles before the sequence with a zero in position
k+l.
To illustrate we find the first few full cycles of span 4 in Fig. 6. We write only the new
(replaced) bits and write an x when neither a one nor a zero can be placed. The interested
reader can find all 16 full cycles of length 16.
d. In the "prefer one" sequence, the initial appearance of a given (n- 1)-tuple is
followed by a one and the second appearance by a zero. In the generalization to a t-symbol
alphabet for each (n 1)-tuple, a permutation of the numbers 0, 1, 2, is
made to prescribe the order in which related n-tuples are to appear. A general "order of
preference" table can be given for each of the t"- (n 1)-tuples. Then, given some initial
n-tuple II2 I, and a preference table P, the sequence is determined, for if am+l,
", am+,_ have been defined then am+, P (am+l, ", am+,-1), where is the
smallest value such that the n-tuple am+, am+,_, P (am+, am+,_) has not
previously appeared. The process terminates when all values that Pi can take on for am+,
am+,_ have occurred. The verification is the obvious generalization of the proof of
Algorithm 2.
Any of the algorithms given above for generating the "prefer one" sequence or its
generalizations are expensive in terms of the amount of storage required. Either the whole
sequence or a list of truth table values is stored. However, due to the highly structured
nature of the sequence, an algorithm can be given to generate the sequence of span n using
storage only linear in n rather than the exponential storage seemingly required. We
require the next pair of lemmas.
LEMMA. The truth table ofthe "prefer one" sequence contains Zn ones.
Proof Consider the collection of Z cycles generated by the circulating register.
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showing that each cycle is joined to a collection of previously joined cycles by mapping
from a cycle of weight one less, starting with the cycle of weight 0 and adding in order
cycles of weight 1, 2, n. This is no surprise, but we show that each cycle is entered
only once from a cycle of weight one less. Consider the possible state transitions of all
n-tuples:
(a) 0X X X XnO
(b) 0x2" x,---x2. x,1,
(c) lx. x,--" x. x,0,
(d) lx2. "x,--x2" "x,1.
(a) and (d) are similar in that for both we are on some pure cycle of the circulating
register and we stay on that cycle. That (a) occurs in the sequence implies that (d)
necessarily occurred previously, since we prefer ones. Had (d) not appeared (b) would
prevail over (a). (d) appearing implies the absence of a previous (b). Now, (c) occurring is
a "return" from a cycle of weight k + (say) to a cycle of weight k. This can occur only
following a previous (b) "jump" from the cycle of weight k ones to a cycle of weight k +
ones. Thus (c)’s depend on previous (b)’s and the returns are made only to locations of
earlier jumps. Repeated application of this idea proves the lemma.
We can also say at which elements of the Z, cycles the cycles are added. That is, we
can determine the positions jumped to by the action of the (b) transitions. The cycles of
the circulating register of the form (00 011 1) with k consecutive ones are
added first with k 1, 2, , n. Then these cycles are exhausted in the reverse order,
with the cycle of weight n exhausted first, then the cycles of weight n and n 2.
Return is then made via a (c) transition to the cycle (0001 1). The cycle (0101
1) of weight n 2 is then entered via a (b) transition. In this case, and more generally
since the algorithm tends to place the ones earliest in the sequence, the (b) transition will
be taken to the cycle of all cycles not yet added which contains the largest number, in
decimal notation, of all the numbers on the cycles remaining.
The cycles of the circulating register are entered (and exhausted) in order according
to the number of ones they contain. Thus the cycle containing n ones is exhausted first,
then the cycle containing n ones, the cycles with n 2 ones, etc. Moreover, since the
algorithm places all the ones first in the sequence, the jump (b) will be taken to the cycle
of all cycles not yet added which contains the largest number, in decimal notation, of all
the numbers on the cycles not yet added. The number jumped to by (b) is, of course, an
odd number and by our argument we have the lemma.
LEMMA. The numberjumped to on each added cycle is the number which is the odd
part of the largest number on the cycle, where the largest number can be expressed as a
power of2 times the oddpart ofthe number.
As an example, consider the "prefer one" sequence of span 4,
00001111011001010000, or in decimal notation
0 37 15 14 13 11 6 12925 1048.
If we interpret the sequence as a closed cycle we can suppress either the initial or final
string of zeros.
The Z, 6 cycles generated by the circulating register in decimal notation are (0),
(1,2, 4, 8), (3, 6, 12, 9), (5, 10), (7, 14, 13, 11), (15). The odd parts ofthe largest numbers
on the last Z 5 cycles are 1, 3, 5, 7, 15. Thus their cycles are entered by jumps (b)
from the numbers 0, 1, 2, 3 and 7 respectively, and the truth table is one at these and only
these values. The positions at which the truth table is one for general n can also be
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considered. However, we can generate the sequence without reference to the truth table
values.
ALGORITHM 3
(0) From/3,. (bb2 b,) we produce/3;+1 (b2 b,+). If (bb2 b,)
(b 11 1), the successor n-tuple is (11 b). Otherwise,
(1) Form/,.* (62. b,1).
(2) Consider all cyclic shifts of/3,.* to find the largest element mi on the cycle
m (b. b, lb. b_).
(3) If b2 b3 b_ 0, then /+1 (b2 b,b). Otherwise t3;+
(b b,b) where is the binary complement of bl.
The algorithm is verified by noting that if b b_l O, then b2 b,1 is
the odd part of the largest number on its cycle, and is thus the number to be jumped to
from a lower weight cycle or the number on the higher weight cycle from which the return
is made, depending on whether b 0 or respectively.
The only storage requirements for the algorithm are n bits for the vector/3,., n bits for
the vector/3* which is circulating and n bits for the current "largest" value on the cycle/3,.*
for a total of 3n bits.
In timing the algorithm, n cyclic shifts of/3,.* are required every time a jump or return
to a new cycle actually takes place. But every time that a jump does not occur, a one is
cycled around to the back of/3,.* and subsequently a new "largest" value is found. We stay
on the same pure cycle and require <n shifts of/3,.*. One last feature is that in Algorithm 2
the starting vector was (00 0) but for Algorithm 3 the starting vector can be any
n-tuple whatsoever.
The method of cross-join pairs described in 1 can be applied to the "prefer one"
sequence to create new sequences. Because of the nature of the "prefer one" sequence, we
can locate several cross-join pairs with the property that the remainder are still
cross-joined after any subset of them have been applied. It can be shown the the following
are independent cross-join pairs.
LEMMA. The numbers a, bi 2", 2"-2-; determine nonintersecting cross-join pairs
fori=O, 1, [n 3/2].
LEMMA. The numbers
ai, b 2"-1 2i, 2n-1 2n-2-i
determine nonintersecting cross-join pairsfor 0, 1, [n 3/2].
LEMMA. The numbers a, bi 2 1, ’= 2n-1-j determine nonintersectingcross-join pairsfor I, 2, n 2.
By summing the classes of the three above lemmas, we have the following:
THEOREM. From the "prefer one" sequence, we can by cross-join pairs determine a
collection of22"-5 nonlinearfull cycles.
The number of sequences we get in this way is a very small fraction of all full cycles,
but the collection is all nonlinear and avoids some problems of the linear sequences. To
illustrate the lemmas for n 5, we have the "prefer one" sequence
01 37 15 31 30 29 27 23 14 28 25 196132621 11 22 12 24 1725 102091848 16.
The first lemma yields the cross-join pairs 1,8; 2, 4. The second lemma yields cross-join
pairs 13,11; 14, 7. The third lemma yields cross-join pairs 1,8; 3,12; 7,14 for a total of five
different cross-join pairs. Let us change the truth table at positions 2, 4, 7 and 14. The
resulting full cycle is
01 37 14 29 27 23 15 31 30 28 25 196 13 26 21 11 22 12 24 17249 185 10208 16.
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Now for the best part. Any of the 2-"-5 sequences can be generated by an algorithm
like Algorithm 3 by a method using only 6n bits of storage. We merely need to keep three
vectors c, d, e of length n, corresponding to the three sets of cross-join pairs we wish to
apply. If we wish to implement the cross-join at the pair (2i, 2n-2-i) we let ci c,_2_i 1.
If we wish to implement the cross-join at the pair (2"-1 2i, 2n- 2"-2-i) we let
2n-l-J)d; d,_2_; If we wish to implement the cross-join at the pair (2; 1, =1 we
let e; 1. Then if i has the form (0 010 0) with a single in position j we let
3;+ (0 010 0cj + 1) if by rule (3) in the algorithm b2 bs_ O,
otherwise/3;+ (0 010 0cj). Similarly, if/i (01 101 1) with zeros
only in positionslandjwelet/3;+l=(1. 101. ldj+ 1)or/3;+l=(1. 101.
ldj) in the two respective cases. And if3; (0 01 1) or (01 10 0)
where the strings of ’s are of length j, 3;+ (0 .01. lej/ 1)or(0. .01.
e) in the two respective cases. When more than one condition is satisfied we apply only
one of c, d, e.
Even though all full cycles of span n contain every n-tuple, the order in which they
appear differs from sequence to sequence. Some properties of the sequences we have just
described are: (1) the "prefer one" sequence has most of its ones in the beginning, viz., for
n 59 the first 106 bits are 90 percent one and the first 1/4 of the "prefer one" sequence for
n 22 is 60 percent one; (2) all of the 22"-5 sequences we describe are highly correlated at
offset, n, 2n, In particular the correlation of the "prefer one" sequence with itself at
offset n is approximately ((n 4)/n) 2".
e. Another approach to generating a full cycle of span n is to begin with a full cycle
of span n 1. This approach was used in Algorithm by forming full cycles in G, from
maximal length trees in G,_. The same technique is used in a different way in the
following example.
Define the homomorphism D:B, B,_ , where B, is the space of all binary n-tuples,
as follows" For a (a a2 a,) B, and a (aa a,_) Bn_ let aD a if and
only if a; ag + ai+l, 1, 2, n 1. Then given a Bn_ and al {0, 1} we can
uniquely determine the next n bits of a by ai+ a; + S;, where Si al + a +
a;_ for 2, 3, n. Thus the mapping D is 2 to and onto Bn_. By mapping
succeeding n-tuples to (n 1)-tuples in turn, cycles are mapped into cycles.
Suppose M (mm m2.-,) is a full cycle in B,_I. Then M is the D image of two
cycles in B,. The two cycles M andM are related by M1 ( M2 111 1, the all-ones
vector of length 2"-, when M and M2 are in the same orientation.
We leave as an exercise for the reader to show that a cycle C having the property that
wherever the n-tuple xx x, is on C then x x_ x- is also on C is a full cycle.
Therefore, the cycles M and M2 have an (n 1)-tuple in common for some shift of the
cycles. Then we can interchange successors between the companion pair of vectors to join
the two cycles together. The resulting cycle of length 2" is a full cycle. The vectors (1010
.) and (0101 .) are shared between the two cycles M1 and M2. The cycles can be
joined at that pair.
As an example, let M 00011101. Under D, M is the image of the two cycles M0
00001011 and M 11110100. We can join the cycles at any of the vectors
001,010,011,100,101,110 to obtain the cycles of Table 7.
By this approach, we get a vanishingly small set of all full cycles of span n from those
of smaller span.
f. By containing every n-tuple, a full cycle then satisfies certain run properties. By a
run ofzeros of length k we mean a (k + 2)-tuple starting and ending with ones and with
only zeros between, viz., 10 01. A full cycle cannot contain any runs of zeros (ones)
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TABLE 7















of length k > n, but must contain exactly one run of zeros (ones) of length n. No runs of
length n can appear or an n-tuple would be duplicated; e.g., 000 01 would appear
after both a run of zeros of length n and n 1. But there is one run of zeros of length n
2, viz., the n-tuple 10 01, and two runs of length n 3 since the x in the n-tuple
xl0 01 can be chosen arbitrarily to be 0 or 1. In general, there are 2n-2-t runs of zeros
of lengthtfort=l,2,. .,n-2.
We describe an algorithm for generating a full cycle which makes use of the run
properties of the sequence. The sequence is like the "prefer one" algorithm, but instead
of trying to write ones at every opportunity the algorithm says to write the same bit as
previously written and also to keep track of the run lengths produced.
ALGORITHM 4 ("prefer same").
(1) Write n ones followed by n zeros to form
X1X XnXn+ X2n 11 10 O.
(2) Assume at the kth step, k >_- 2n i, 0 or 1, has been placed. Then at step k +
place another provided the following two conditions are not violated.
(a) The n-tuple Xk-,+2 (Xk i)(Xk+ i) has not previously appeared in the
sequence, and
(b) If placing xk+ makes a string of i’s of length t, then we have not already
written 2"-2-t strings of i’s of length in the sequence. If (a) and (b) are not
violated for i, then increase k and continue with (2); otherwise
(3) If (a) and (b) is violated for i, then place X+l as long as (2a) and (2b) are
not violated for then increase k and continue with step 2. If we also cannot
place i, the algorithm terminates. Considering the beginning of the sequence
to follow the end creates a full cycle.
The reader may wish to consider the above algorithm with the modification that the
run lengths be ignored but adding the capability of erasing bits when a later contradiction
is noticed.
The sequence of length 16 formed by the algorithm is 1111000011010010. The
reader is invited to generate the sequence for n 7 of length 128 as we shall investigate it
further in a later section. We sketch the proof of the algorithm.
LEMMA. When we have written all strings of i’s oflength t, we have already written
all strings ofi’s oflength + 1.
Proof An exercise.
LEMMA. When we have written all strings of O’s of length t, we have written all
strings of l’s oflength t.
Proof This is harder and I will give $1.00 for each (essentially) new proof of this
lemma.
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Proof of the algorithm. Suppose the algorithm terminates at x Xl x2 Xn-l_t
(1 i)i i, the final string of i’s of length t. Then either
1) xz x,_t_t(1 i) has appeared earlier or
2) all i’s of length + have been used and
3) x2. X,_l_t(1 i)i. i(1 i) has appeared earlier or
4) all (1 i)’s of length have been used.
But 1) and 3) together imply the existence of an earlier repeated n-tuple yx2 x,__t
(1 i)i i, while 2) and 3) lead to the same conclusion. Thus 4) follows. Since runs of
zeros and ones alternate, applying the two lemmas exhausts all strings of both lengths.
Since
n-2
n + 2"- 2-t 2"- t,
i=1
we will then have placed 2" bits, and all 2" n + n-tuples of the sequence are distinct.
All that remains is to show that when the n ones that start the sequence also end it, the n
(overlap) n-tuples are also new. In particular, it must be shown that the n-tuple 1010
101 does not appear in the sequence for n odd and 0101 101 does not appear for
n even. There are four simple cases for the reader to check which follow from the two
lemmas. This completes the verification of the algorithm.
Consider the apparent generalization for the sequence of Algorithm 4. We make two
definitions: A cycle of elements is irredundant if no n-tuple is repeated on the cycle. A
cycle is balanced if whenever the n-tuple xx x, appears on the cycle then every
circular shift xi x,x xi_ of the n-tuple appears on the cycle.
We use the following.
LEMMA. Let C be a balanced cycle of length p >-_ n such that whenever x x,
appears on the cycle of the n-tuple yx_ x, also appears on the cycle. Then every
n-tuple appears on the cycle.
One can then construct a full cycle by adding new n-tuples to an already partially
complete balanced, irredundant cycle. If yx x, is the new n-tuple not on the cycle
while x2 x, is on the cycle, then the added n-tuple is yx x,. If the alphabet has
more than two elements, then y can be any number so that yx2 Xn is not on the cycle.
This is reminiscent of the surgery performed to create a full cycle at the beginning of this
section.
We illustrate by giving an example of a binary full cycle of span 4. We initially have
the 4-cycle C (0001). C is clearly irredundant and balanced. The four n-tuples 0001;
0010, 0100 and 1000 all appear on C and no others. We can add any of 1001, 1010, 1100
or 0000 to C as none of them appear. Let us add (1001) to C to form C’ (00011001). C’
is clearly balanced and irredundant, as the reader should now check. Now the n-tuples
1011, 1110, 1010, 0000 are eligible to be added. Let us add 1010. Since this n-tuple is
periodic, we will get into trouble if we add the whole n-tuple; thus we add only a period,
viz., 10. C" is now (0I__Q00011001). We subsequently add 0000, 1110, 1111 to yield the
successive cycles (01000011001), (010000110111001) and (0100001101111001). The
last is a full cycle. Adding the cycles (1010), (1100), (1110), (1111) and (0000) in order
to (0001) yields the cycle (0100110111100001 ). Not all sequences of a given span can be
generated by this procedure. In particular, only 13 of the 16 span 4 sequences can be
generated this way. Another drawback to the constructions is that the amount of the
sequence currently generated needs to be stored to assure that the new n-tuple does not
contradict the irredundancy property. A good problem is to find a method for deciding
what n-tuples are in the cycle without actually writing them down.
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g. Algorithm 4 and its generalization suggest another algorithm for generating a full
cycle. The algorithm we describe here generates the lexicographic composition full cycle.
The algorithm requires no storage of the sequence, whereas the aforementioned
algorithms require storage exponential in n. However, a moderate amount of computation
must be done at each step.
A composition of n is a partition of n where the order of the summands is important.
Thus any ordered set of positive integers that sum to n is a composition of n. If two
compositions are not the same summand by summand the two compositions are distinct.
We call two compositions equivalent if when cyclicly rotating the summands of one of
them we get the other. We say that one composition of n is bigger than another, say a
(al a2 as) > b (bi b2 bt), if an exists so that aj bj for j < and a > bi. If we
compare all of a set of equivalent compositions we find that generally there is one largest
composition. If there is more than one rotation yielding a largest composition among a set
of equivalent compositions then the composition is periodic. Considering only one period
of the set of a periodic composition there is one largest composition. We call the largest
composition of an equivalent set of compositions a lexicographic representative of its
equivalence class or simply a lexicographic composition.
To illustrate these ideas, we note that 6, 2, 7, 5 is a composition of 20.2, 7, 5, 6 and 7,
5, 6, 2 and 5, 6, 2, 7 are other equivalent compositions of 20.7, 5, 6, 2 is the lexicographic
representative of its equivalence class. Also, 7, 5, 7, and 7, 3, 7, 3 are lexicographic
compositions of 20.
The cycles of zeros and ones can be viewed as necklaces of beads each either zero or
one. If we list all the necklaces of zeros and ones of length n and list the distances between
successive ones, we have a correspondence between the necklaces which contain at least
one one and the lexicographic compositions. For example, to the sequence 245
corresponds the necklace 10100010000. For each necklace there is an equivalence class;
thus we see there are exactly Zn lexicographic compositions of n, where Zn is the
number of necklaces of length n. The sum of all numbers in all the lexicographic
compositions of n is 2 1, since the all-zero necklace does not correspond to a
lexicographic composition.
We form a full cycle of span n + from the lexicographic compositions of n. To each
composition al a2 ak we make the correspondence of a pair of strings of zeros and
ones, viz., al zeros followed by a2 ones followed by a zeros, etc., and the complementary
number, al ones followed by a2 zeros followed by a2 ones, etc. We exclude the composition
n and include a pair of strings of like symbols of length n + 1.
We will give rules for weaving the strings corresponding to the lexicographic
compositions together to form the full cycle. First, note that the length of the sequence
formed will be 2/ 1. To verify that the algorithm for weaving works to generate a full cycle
requires some proof. The proof is straightforward and published elsewhere and we do not
include it here. To illustrate the process, we give the weaving rules and then apply the
rules to the case n 6.
(1) Make a lexicographic list of the lexicographic compositions of n; exclude the
composition n. To each composition there correspond two complementary binary n-tuples,
al ones, a2 zeros, and al zeros, a2 ones, (If the composition is periodic, write
only a period.)
(2) Write the sequence of n + ones followed by n + zeros.
(3) Starting with the composition n 1, and the corresponding n-tuple 11
10, write the n-tuples in order until an n-tuple is written that both begins and ends with
ones. This composition has an odd number of parts, 2k + 1. Now starting with the largest
composition write all n-tuples which start with zeros having 2k or fewer parts that have
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not already been listed. When we finally come to the first composition which starts and
ends with zeros, i.e., having 2k + parts, list the corresponding string and then start in
again with the list which starts with ones.
(4) Finally, stop after weaving in the last bit 0.
Let’s look at an example, say n 6. The results are then:





























Step 2. Write 1111111 0000000.
Step 3. Following the recipe of (3) above, write the given sequences below in order.
111110, 111100, 111101, 000001, 000011, 000010, 111, 000, 111001,
000100, 111010, 11, 00, 110010, 110, 110101, 000101, 001101,
001, 001010, 1, 0, and stop.
The reader can check off the sequences in the order they are used.




It would appear necessary to store the lists of compositions so that we know which
compositions have been used and which remain to be weaved into the sequence. This is not
the case, as precise rules can be given so that successive compositions can be computed
from the given starting composition. In this way, the sequence can be generated from any
starting n-tuple. Compare this sequence to the "prefer same" sequence of length 128
generated by the reader above. They are identical except for the underlined bits. We
conjecture that the "prefer same" sequence is always identical to the lexicographic
composition sequence of the same span until the composition 22 21 12 is
reached. This composition is not lexicographic and thus does not appear in the "prefer
same" sequence. The string of ones in the above composition is of length where is
defined by 4 n (mod 4).
A much more interesting problem is to find a generalization to the algorithm. I
suggest that some reordering of the composition might be possible, but I don’t know how.
A generalization and also a simplification of the above algorithm is made when we
allow the alphabet to become k-ary. All that is required is to generate a lexicographic list
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of necklaces of length nin the k numbers0, 1, 2, ., k 1. Then if one merely
concatenates the necklaces generated in turn a k-ary full cycle of length k" results.
We illustrate this by an example with k 3, n 3. The lexicographic list of necklaces














By concatenating the (aperiodic) necklaces we get the sequence
222122021121020120011101000,
which is a full cycle as can be easily verified. Notice that after all of the symbols >_- have
occurred in the sequence the remainder of the sequence is a full cycle over symbols of
length ". By employing the above algorithm with k 10, n 4 one can generate a
sequence which allows entry to the rooms of the Baltimore Hilton.
h. Bibliographic notes for 3. The solution of the full cycle via primitive polynomials
was first given by Mantel (1895). His paper is in Dutch and in a rather obscure journal.
The result was also published later by Rees (1946) during the spate of interest in full
cycles in the middle 1940’s. Primitive binary polynomials exist for all degrees. Marsh
(1957) lists all irreducible binary polynomials of degree _-< 19. Mossige (1972) also gives
all the irreducible polynomials of degree 20. Peterson (1961) lists at least one polynomial
for every n 34. Zierler and Brillhart (1968), (1969) list all primitive trinomials for
degrees n =< 1000. Golomb (1967) gives a list of trinomials for n _-< 45 and Zierler (1969)
every primitive trinomial whose degree is a Mersenne prime. The list of primitive
trinomials has recently been extended for special forms of n to degree 60,000 by
Fredricksen and Wisniewski (1980). Fredricksen and Ward (1982) also list all irreducible
pentanomials of degree n _-< 75.
The surgery of the circulating register cycles is done in Fredricksen (1968) and can
also be found in Roth (1971). For more information on the number of possible
interconnections between these cycles see Mykkeltveit (1975) and van Lantschoot
(1973).
"The prefer one" algorithm has been "discovered" many times, but for the first time
to my knowledge by Martin (1934). It was also discovered and written on by Ungar
(1950), Lessard (1951), Ford (1957) and Lippel and Epstein (1958). The idea to generate
all of the full cycles of a given span by the backtracking method was suggested to the
author by George Alberts.
The generalization of the "prefer one" sequence via preference tables is due to Welch
and appears in Golomb (1967). The various ideas to generate the sequence with minimal
storage appear in Fredricksen (1970), (1972) and Mossige (1971). Fredricksen (1975)
generates the large class of sequences related to the prefer one sequence.
The ideas for generating a span n from a span n sequence appear in Leach (1960)
and Lempel (1970). The prefer sames sequence algorithm appears in the paper by Eldert
et al. (1958), though no proof of the algorithm appears there. A more fleshed out version
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of the proof than presented here has been given by the author but not published. The
surgery generalization is due to Roth (1971). That all sequences cannot be generated by
Roth’s method is attributed to van Lint (1973). Lexicographic compositions to generate
full cycles are done by Fredricksen and Kessler (1977) and the generalization to k-ary
sequences by Fredricksen and Maiorana (1978). Another algorithm has recently been
discovered by Ralston (1981). Ralston makes a careful analysis of this algorithm versus
the algorithm of Fredricksen and Maiorana.
4. Other questions. As we have seen, a shift register of length n can be wired with a
feedback function to produce a full cycle of length 2". If we write the feedback function
f(xl, x2, x,) as a sum of products, there will necessarily be a term of degree n 1.
That is, at least one of the products will involve n of the variables even when the sum
of products expression is logically simplified. That this is so follows from what we said
earlier about the truth table representation of feedback functions. The key facts are: The
circulating register produces Z, cycles and Z, is even for all n : 2. The truth table for the
circulating register is identically zero. Any change of the feedback value for any n-tuple
pair of the truth table off changes the parity of the number of cycles. Therefore a full
(one) cycle has a truth table containing an odd number of ones. But, any monomial using
k < n terms describes 2"-l-k positions in the truth table. Thus we have:
THEOREM. Everyfeedbackfunction ofa span nfull cycle is ofdegree n 1.
Remark. Since x must appear linearly in order to satisfy the branchless cycles
condition, the maximum possible degree of the feedback function is n 1.
The full cycles we have discussed of length 2" Can be generated in a length n shift
register but only if the feedback functionfwas nonlinear. Full cycles of length 2" can be
generated by a purely linear feedback. The length of the register will be very long,
however. We use certain theorems from linear theory which we state here.
THEOREM. Iff (x) is irreducible, the period of the sequence generated by f is the
smallest e such thatf (x) lx 1.
THEORV.M. If f (x) is irreducible and of period e, the period of the sequence
generated byfJ is e2s where s is defined by 2 < j <= 2.
TtEOR.M. The period ofa sequence generated by a linearfeedbackfunctionfis the
least common multiple ofthe periods ofthe irreduciblefactors off
Since the period of a full cycle of span n is 2", by the above, the linear generator of
any full cycle is (1 + x) for somej since (1 + x) is the unique polynomial of period 1.
Let F be the function induced byf, that is,
F(a,, a2, an) (a2, a3,. a,,f(a,, a2, an)).
If the cycle {a} generated byfis a full cycle, then the 2" vectors
a, Fa, F2a, F2- a
are all distinct. The generatorfof {a} divides the polynomial (1 + x)2".
THEOREM. The minimal span j of the linear generator of the sequence {a} satisfies
2"-t < j __< 2" 1.
Proof (x+ 1)2"-=x2"- +x"-2+ x+ 1, and we say that (1 +F+F2+
+ F2"-) a 0, or equivalently that the sum of all the vectors in V, (the space of all
binary n-tuples) is zero, n > 1. This is clearly true, as we show by induction.
For n 2, (0, 0) + (0, 1) + (1,0) + (1, 1)= (0, 0). Assume the result for k- 1.
Now every vector in Vk is either (0, b) or (1, b) where b Vk_ . There are 2k- vectors of
the first kind and their sum is zero by hypothesis. The second set sums tO (2"-1, 0) (0, 0)
(mod 2).
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That (x + 1)J](x + 1)2"-’ is equivalent to (F2"-’ 1) a 4= 0.
This is equivalent to the property Fi+2"-’ a Fia for all and this follows since we
have assumed all the 2" elements are distinct.
For n 4, we have the minimal linear generator (x + 1) 15 for the sequences
0000100110101111 and its relatives under the operations of complementing bits and
writing the sequence backwards. 0000100111101011 and its relatives are also generated
minimally by (x + 1) 15. The minimal linear generator is (x + 1) 14 for the sequence
0000101111001101 and its relatives and the minimal linear generator is (x + 1)12 for the
sequence 0000101101001111 and its relatives.

























It has recently been shown that the smallest linear span for a full cycle of span n is
2"-t + n. Also, even though it appears that one-half of all full cycles have linear span
equal 2" 1, this is not true for n >= 6.
Note. For n 5, it sometimes occurs that for some full cycle S, cS rS, where cS is
the complemented sequence and rS is the sequence written backwards. For example, S
11111001000101011101100000110100 has cS rS. Also, of course, crS has this prop-
erty and there are 31 other pairs when n t. As an exercise, the reader should be able to
show why this cannot be the case when n is even. A harder problem would be to show that
there are examples like this whenever n is odd > 1.
If instead of insisting on linear terms only in the feedback function we ease our
restriction to allow quadratic terms, we might be able to reduce the span (or number of
variables) required considerably. Certainly the span for quadratic terms should lie
somewhere between the spans required for linear generators and n, the span which
requires degree n terms.
In fact, if we find the quadratic generators of the 16 sequences of length 16, we see
that eight are of span 7, six of span 8 and two of span 9. Note that the sequence S and the
sequence rS will both have the same degree 2 span.
In Table 11, we list the number of sequences of length 32 which have linear span
and quadratic span j.
The author has not computed the cubic spans for n 5. It is possible that the various
spans, linear, quadratic, cubic, etc., might act as an invariant for the full cycles of length
2n"
We consider another related question. No feedback function for a shift .register of n
stages could produce more than Z, cycles, the number of cycles generated by the














21 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31
3 18 21 46 77
8 8 4 21 18 25 107 103









circulating register. That this decomposition into Z, cycles is not unique is shown by
noting that the cycles of length n (00 01) and (00 011) can be joined and split
into the cycles (0. 01)and (0. 011)of lengths n- and n + respectively.
Many other examples can be generated by the reader in a manner similar to the above
example.
We suggest an alternative method of proof of this theorem which starts with a full
cycle and makes use of the alternate successor ideas we discussed earlier. By joining an
n-tuple to its alternate successor, a full cycle is split into two cycles. If another n-tuple can
be found which further splits one of these cycles without joining the two back into one, we
have three cycles. If we can do this Z, times, we have Zn cycles. What is to be shown,
therefore, is that this process cannot be accomplished Z times no matter what Zn
different n-tuples are chosen. Note that not all full cycles will be splittable as many as
Z, times. The more n-tuples 0X X which have the successor x X in the
full cycle, the less likely it will be to accomplish the splitting. As an example, consider the
splitting of the full cycle in Fig. 7.
The results on the linear shift register theory is well documented in Golomb (1967)
and Selmer (1966). The results on the linear span of full cycles appear in the paper by
Chan et al. (1982).
The author hopes that the reader has caught the "bug" on full cycles. Certainly I
would appreciate hearing from any reader with a new algorithm for generating these
sequences.
8----.16----0 ----’1 3 7---- 15---- 31 --. 30---- 29---* 27---23
4 14
1 28
10 ,---5 *-’--2 17 *---- 24 12 *---- 22 *---- 11 *----- 21 26 *-’-- 13.---6
FIG. 7. The alternate successorsfor the "prefer one"cycle ofspan 5.
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